We show how the nuclearity condition of Buchholz and Wichmann allows to de ne in the ground state a local entropy with the desired properties despite the fact that local algebras are type III. Generalization to temperature states is also possible so that thermodynamic functions also exist in the context of relativistic quantum eld theory.
Introduction
Since we know that we have to assign a temperature to the background of the universe PW] and we let this temperature change in time in cosmological theories it is evident that we should not restrict ourselves to consider rigorously only the ground state of relativistic quantum elds.
Temperature states are either de ned as Gibbs states. This only works for nite systems, if the Hamiltonian has a discrete and su ciently increasing spectrum. In the thermodynamic limit we pass to the KMS condition as requirement for equilibrium states Ku,MS,HHW] . That this requirement is the relevant one is justi ed by stability considerations HKTP ,PuW] . But the rst path that led to this description was a variational problem: KMS states are tangent functionals to the free energy density LR].
In BJu] the KMS condition was taken to be the requirement to be satis ed by equilibrium states for relativistic theories. Buchholz and Junglas found an approximation procedure so that the weak limit state satis es the KMS condition. But additional requirements { the nuclearity { are necessary. They essentially replace the condition for Gibbs states, that local Hamiltonians must have discrete spectrum. What is missing in this approach is a feeling, how phase transitions can occur. Here the description of an equilibrium state as tangent plane of a convex functional seems more promising. But to do so, we must nd a reasonable de nition of this functional as energy density minus entropy density.
In this paper we will concentrate on the problems and the possibility to de ne an entropy density and we will notice that as in the construction of KMS states the nuclearity condition is the key property that allows to estimate local entropy and entropy density.
Local Algebras and Their Entropy
If we want to get an entropy density corresponding to a state, we have to assign an entropy to a local algebraA with appropriate convexity properties on the state. The entropy density for a space translationally invariant state is given by lim S(A ; !)=j j. The minimal requirement on S(A ; !) is that this procedure works for the ground state and there gives an entropy density 0.
The candidate for a local algebra A is the algebra over the double cone O with O\R 3 = .
In the example of a free scalar eld theory we have A an operator on L(R 3 ). If we calculate the entropy of the vacuum state restricted to A , which is determined by P 0 AP 0 , P 0 the projection onto L(O), then it turns out to be in nite A]. We can become more concrete : BiW] showed that the algebra of the wedge has as modular automorphism group for the vacuum state { which must exist according to the Reeh-Schlieder theorem { the boost. Boosts are evidently weakly asymptotically abelian, therefore the spectrum of the modular operator is R + and the algebra of the wedge is of type III 1 D,C1] . In H,L] the authors managed to construct a map from the algebra over the wedge onto the algebra over a double cone, provided the system is conformally invariant. Thus also the algebra of double cones is for conformally invariant theories of type III 1 . Finally F] took into account that a reasonable quantum eld theory should have a scaling limit and since in this scaling limit the edge of a double cone looks like the edge of a wedge he showed that the assumption on the scaling limit guarantees that the spectrum of the modular operator for the double cone coincides with that of the wedge so that the algebra of the double cone is again type III 1 .
As a consequence we run into problems if we want to calculate the entropy of a state restricted to a local algebra, since no corresponding density matrix is available.
But we can use the alternative de nition NT,CNT] that was shown to coincide for type I algebras with the usual de nition. It uses the relative entropy S(!j ) which can be de ned for arbitrary states !, over C -algebras Ko].
De nition: Let ! be a state over A. Then
where ! is decomposed into states b
Lemma (2. 
We pick a decomposition of unity in A 0 , 1 = P x i , 0 x i 1, that approaches the optimal decomposition for ! with ! i ( ) = h jx i j i. We denote ' i ( ) = h jx i j i. Then It is known BD'AF] that the split property follows from the nuclearity condition, and this nuclearity condition will also supply us with explicit upper bounds on the entropy. It is an open problem whether the split property is also necessary for the entropy to become nite. We will give some observations that support this suspicion.
Lemma ( derstood to be the algebra built by the elements P N n=1 a n b n , a n 2 A, b n 2 B 0 , so far without topology. On this algebra the state ! is given by !( X a n b n ) = X h ja n b n j i whereas ! !( X a n b n ) = X !(a n )!(b n ):
The relative entropy is given by Ko].
Proof: According to ST] we can write H B (!; A) = sup ;C S(! j ) A C with C an abelian algebra and a state over B C such that j B = ! and j C = .
Due to the monotonicity property of the relative entropy it su ces to take the supremum over nite{dimensional abelian algebras C. Taking the supremum over all C gives (3.4).
Remark (3.5): Provided B is type I we get in addition an inequality chain
where the left side becomes an equality if B is abelian and the right side becomes an equality if B is a full matrix algebra.
Proof: Assume B is abelian and discrete (otherwise S ! (B) = 1). Then ! corresponds to a density P i P i Q i for B B 0 , whereas ! ! corresponds to P
If instead B is a full matrix algebra, then ! ! again corresponds to P i j P i Q j , whereas ! corresponds to the projection To attain the supremum we must choose an x(t) with st-lim t!0 ' (x(t)) = 0 su ciently fast so that the singularity 1=t 2 does not contribute. Now !(1) ? !(y (t)y(t))]=t = (!(x(t)) + !(x (t))?!(x (t)x(t)))=t remains. We can assume that 0 < x = x < 1 so that we can estimate !(1) ? !(y (t)y(t)) !(x(t)) If ! 6 = ' we can nd x(t) with st-lim t!0 ' (x(t)) = 0 but with st-lim t!0 ! (x(t)) 6 = 0. So either lim !(x(t)) > 0 or there exists some operator a such that lim !(a x(t)a) > 0. But again st-lim ' a x(t)a = 0 and this operator can be used in the calculation of the relative entropy to make the integral in nite.
We close the section by showing how the split property and estimates on the relative entropy are related. 
where we re ned the decomposition of ! given by B`further into P
where S L , S KL , S K are the entropies of the abelian models corresponding to the decompositions
Remark: To obtain the desired result it was necessary that in (4.6) we need > n which asks for m > 0. This does not hold for massless theories. Also to control k k 1 the mass gap This follows from the same estimates with considering ! 1 for xed .
Entropy for Temperature States
Let us rst assume that a KMS state exists. We want to evaluate estimates on the local entropy. Theorem Remark: The above estimate seems to be optimal for = =4, if we check it for lattice systems or the free massive case (compare the Appendix). Also for lattice systems we lose control on the nuclearity estimate for > =2, because does not necessarily remain in the domain of i (A) (which can be unbounded). So we must be aware that c ! 1 for ! =2 asks for controlling the nuclearity condition, but even more how f c tends to f = exp(? 2 jhj) if the cut moves to in nity with increasing distance between and j j.
Though we have no necessary conditions on the temperature state, which are satisfying in the sense that they can be proven for massive free elds, such that they guarantee the existence of the entropy density, it seems desirable to nd conditions that have to be satis ed in the vacuum state and then guarantee the existence of temperature states with nite entropy density. We follow the proposal of BJu] to construct KMS states. h implements the time evolution in the the one{particle space, notice that it is not positive de nite anymore but we consider so far onlyf in the domain of e ? h . We decompose e ? hf into its components corresponding to M 0 which can be completely annihilated byg and those corresponding to M. They 
